
• UHMW plas c insert reduces poten al rod wear by keeping the rod off the tubing wall 

• Available with as solid or solid coa ng for sour and high temperature applica on 

• Stronger, more robust design than a conven onal EUE tubing collar allowing them to be reused longer 

than the conven onal collar 

• Mul ple material grades available to suit customer needs 

• Industry leading thread treatment for prolonged run life 

• Beveled edges on bo om & top to ensure collar slides past casing patches or other casing issues 

When a full string of TorqKing Collars† are used and torqued properly with the rig tubing tongs, you can 

eliminate the need for a no-turn tool or torque rings.  

 

TorqKing Collars reduce the risk of catching on a pinched torque ring during a coil job up where the coil may 

hang up. TorqKing Collars also reduce rig me costs, as the rig crew is able to make up the collar using 

the tubing tongs directly on the collar, elimina ng the need to install torque rings on site. 

 

The TorqKing has an upset area to allow the tubing tongs to be used to make up the pipe connec ons. Dur-

ing make up with a conven onal EUE collar there is a greater risk of crimping or severely damaging the  

collar which creates a poten al for tubing backing off, a leak point in the string, and having to scrap the 

collar. 
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SIZE* GRADE 
COLLAR ID 

(IN) 
API COUPLING 

TORQUE (FT-LBS) 
TORQKING COLLAR 
TORQUE (FT-LBS) 

2-3/8” EUE*** J-55 1.92 1290 1490 

2-7/8” EUE 

J-55 

2.42 

1650 2150 

L-80 2250 2600 

P110 3040 3190 

3-1/2” EUE 

J-55 

2.97 

2280 3500 

L-80 3030 4060 

P110 4230 4950 

3-1/2” EUE 

J-55 

2.42** 

2280 3500 

L-80 3030 4060 

P110 4230 4950 

4-1/2” EUE J-55 3.92 2860 4500 

*Addi onal sizes, threads, and grades are available on request. 

**For 2-7/8” OD rod components only. 

***This size designed as slim hole coupling; OD is 2.92”. 

† Precision Machining & Mfg. Patent Pending 

 

Coated to customer 

specifica on ex. MAC, 

Impreglon, phosphate. 
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STANDARD API  COLLAR 

TORQKING COLLAR 

Elimina ng  “J” area creates a 

smoother flow area 

reducing build-up and erosion 

“J” area commonly  

builds up with sand or 

erodes from flow 


